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II. Consumer Technology

III. Information Technology

I. Energy Technology

IV. Grid / Operational Technology

Technology Disruption
Utilities are disrupted by four types of technology
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Disruption

� Lower marginal cost of production

� Empowered consumers have viable 

alternatives at grid parity

� Digitally enabled business models 

emerge (asset-light ecosystems)
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Implications of Disruption
Disruption has 3 main implications that lead to a paradigm shift in the energy industry model

Technology Disruption Drives …

Shift in 
Generation Mix

Shift in 
Industry Model

Emergence of
Disruptive Players

US Power Generating Capacity
Additions in 2015

Disruptive Forces:
Magnitude and Proximity

Source: Greentech Media
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Wind
41%
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26%

Gas
30%

Other
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2016
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Levelized Cost of Electricity 2020
Pressure on traditional power generators will increase further as the levelized cost of electricity from 

renewables and distributed energy sources drops
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Levelized Cost of Electricity

Source: Boston Consulting Group
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Renewables Ownership
Utilities only have minor ownership stakes in renewables and distributed energy resources
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Renewables Ownership World Wide

1. Wind: majority of wind farms do not belong to utilities
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2. Solar: significant growth expected, mostly not utility owned

Medium/Small
Investors

Utilities

Renewables Ownership in Germany

Source:
GTM Research
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Distributed Energy Storage
More disruption is being caused by the uptake of Distributed Energy Storage Systems, expected to 

increase nearly 10-fold in the next 3 years, and expected to reach 12GW by 2024
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� Community Energy Storage (utility side of the meter at distribution 

transformer level) expected to be a niche application, because the 

business case is difficult to establish (built on T&D deferral)

� Commercial Storage (behind-the-meter application) requires high 
demand charges or active DR markets to secure a return – simple 

peak/off-peak price arbitrage is not enough. This is expected to limit 

the market significantly in the next 3 years

� Residential Storage (behind-the-meter application) is a high-
volume market characterized by a high level of modularization, mass 

production, and government subsidies, which make the case easier

Distributed Storage OutlookNew Innovative Business Models

Stem makes sophisticated storage systems that 

bundle lithium-ion batteries with sophisticated 

analytics that optimize decisions about when to pull 
power from the grid and when to draw on the battery

Solar Grid Storage stores solar to provide backup 

power, demand-charge reduction and peak shaving 

for C&I applications. The standard financing offer is 
to own & service the system on behalf of customers

SolarCity & Tesla join forces to enter into stationary 

energy storage to back-up critical loads, and to 

enable residential customers to benefit from time-of-
use rates, ancillary services and PV system 

interaction. SolarCity also leads a 200kW project to 

store energy from rooftop solar arrays at Tesla's Giga 
Factory to help Tesla offset demand charges

Green Charge Networks reduces C&I customers’ 

demand charges with its no-money-down lithium-ion 

battery-based GreenStation energy storage solution 
for behind-the-meter projects up to 500kW, designed 

to complement onsite solar, EV charging and energy 

efficiency. “We are an ESCO providing kWs instead 
of kWh for the sole purpose of demand charge 

reduction. Our core competency is software and 

services; we let the experts handle the hardware”

I. Energy Technology
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Cloud
Cloud is creating a paradigm shift in the way processes and IT services are delivered, accelerating the 

industry model transformation and enabling entirely new business models
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Business Model
Shift

Information 
Technology Shift
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Internet of Things
Data created in E&U-specific applications are available,  but spread among multiple heterogeneous 

silos, often lacking data models. They will be of value to other industry-specific solutions and vice versa.
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The starting point?: An enterprise level analytics roadmap for enterprise wide platform deployment

III. Information Technology

Distribution & Operations
Outage Information

Theft Analytics

Identification of non-technical losses

Efficient Workforce Management

Enterprise Analytics
Contribute to companies cost 

cutting programms with all 

available and analysed information

Government, Risk & Compliance 
Being able to guarentee the status of grid if 

reportable events occure unexpected

Network planning 
Analysis for upcoming Grid extention by using historical 

meassurements, current measurements, weather forecast

Customer service 
Customer Insight to prevent customer churn

Customer Information on Outage

Revenue prediction thru Theft analytics

PrePayment Scenarios

Asset  Management 
Outage Management, more 

efficient Fieldforce information

Predict Failure and Advanced 

Asset Analytics
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Cognitive Computing Uses for Energy & Utilities
The Cognitive Utility will diagnose meter, grid and customer operations with treatment suggestions like a 

Doctor to achieve “Operational Excellence” in the future business and operating model
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III. Information Technology

� Cognitive Customer Engagement 

� Customer Self Service 

� CIS/CRM Optimization 

Customer

� Maintenance Technician Situational 
Awareness 

� Engineers Knowledge Management 

� Information Sharing 

� Human Resources Aid 

� Training Aid 

� Technical Support Services 

Workforce

� Wind & Solar After Market Service

� Nuclear Decommissioning

� Outage Super Center 

Grid

Cognitive Customer Service

Using Watson to give customers 
personalized energy advice and 
answers to their questions…

“By 2018 half of all consumers 
will interact with services based 
on cognitive computing on a 
regular basis.” IDC

Cognitive Engineering

Using Watson to tackle major gaps in 
analytics, knowledge management 
and resource optimization

We ran a side-by-side test, and said 
to a new engineer, "Go and find the 
answer to this question.” 
It took 2 days and 4 meetings – and 
Watson answered it straightaway.
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The Digital Enterprise
As businesses can simply connect services via APIs, these become a key enabler for new digitally 

enabled business and operational models – the “Digital Enterprise”
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Digital Enterprise

Cloud Platforms SaaS (e.g. Commerce, Analytics) SocialMobility & Devices

DatabasesCustom ApplicationsPackaged Applications

Utility Services

Telco Services

Healthcare Services

API

API

API

API

API

API

Customers

Partners

Suppliers
API API API

API APIAPI API

API Management

Services Fabric

Throttling Monitoring API Catalog API Governance

Loyalty Promotion Order Payment

Alert …

Pattern based runtime for services ecosystems, allowing repeatable
rapid deployments of API-based business functions

Secure and scalable enterprise externalization and API management
based on industry specific assets and methods

Enterprise

III. Information Technology
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Energy & Utilities Strategic Capabilities
Utilities will need to focus on four priorities: transform the utility network, optimize asset performance, 

engage with empowered consumers, and innovate on business and operating models

1. Transform the Utility Network
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3. Engage Empowered Consumers 4. Innovate Business & Operating Models

2. Optimize Asset Performance

Product & Service

Innovation
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What is receiving recuring traction from Energy Utilities?
An open standard based Analytics platform featuring Energy industry specific applications
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• Provides 360-degree view of interconnected assets 
(Generation, Transmission, Distribution)

• Improves decision-making and prioritization 
regarding operations and maintenance

• Insights and recommendations based on predictive 
analytics and business rules

• Open standards based & integrates with existing 
data sources and operational processes

• Building Blocks for Advanced Analytics and 
Analytics Application Development

• Solution appreciates as you build out applications & 
capabilities

� Asset Health and Network Risk – Improve Network 
Reliability

� Predictive Maintenance – Optimize Maintenance Spend 
and Activities

� Situational Awareness – What’s Happening, From 
Network to Individual Assets

� Connectivity Analytics – Accurately Report Customer to 
Phase, Customer to Transformer Mapping

� Wind Farm Operations and Maintenance – Situational 
Awareness for Wind Farm

Insight Foundation for Energy (IFE) Available Applications
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23% reduction
in operating expenses with 

condition-based 

maintenance

Business challenge: Until recently, power grid operators have needed to rely on costly 
traditional scheduled asset maintenance to ensure the highest availability and reliability of 

power transmission because they could not plan maintenance around actual asset 
conditions.

The smarter solution: With a cloud-based big data and analytics solution, this national 

electricity grid operator has a 360-degree view of its assets from the transformer level to the 
entire grid. Predictive modeling and advanced analytics provide not only near-real-time 

asset status, but also long-term projections of maintenance requirements, helping the 
company plan future preventive maintenance. The company can now plan maintenance for 

each asset on an as-needed basis, rather than scheduling simultaneous maintenance for all 
assets of that type, adding to cost reductions.

Provides alerts
facilitating proactive rather 

than reactive responses

Eliminates costs
of implementing or replacing 

infrastructure by using 

cloud-based hosting

National Grid’s view: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DHQ3xndQjY

A Transmission Company in Europe uses predictive modeling and big data 

analytics to implement condition-based maintenance 
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The Analytics Journey
Utilities are developing enterprise wide analytics roadmaps across a variety of business domains
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Asset Health and Risk Application
A North American energy company optimizes risk-based investment planning for assets

”What if” analysis
run comprehensive scenarios to 

prioritize and optimize between 

programs, projects and 

responsibilities 

Avoid catastrophic 
failure

by identifying the risk, impact and 

confidence of each asset 

Increase operational 
excellence 

through use of predictive 

maintenance schedules, costs 

and resources, resulting in fewer 

outages and higher customer 

satisfaction

� Business problem: A North American energy company is 
responsible for delivering electricity 24x7 to over 2M customers 
across a wide geographic area. Distribution is challenged by a 
diverse and aging infrastructure and long life assets impacted by 
load and the environment, with data quality gaps and multiple 
systems. The utility needs to address these challenges with 
limited resources.  

� Solution: The utility uses powerful predictive analysis to run 
comprehensive scenarios to prioritize and optimize between 
programs and projects, as well as to help avoid catastrophic 
failures. 
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Analytics applied on “not so big Asset” pays off a lot
Consider poles and towers, not only substations, transformers, circuit breakers, …

Models

• ���� Analytics model for pole health

• ���� Criticality based Risk analysis 

Business Value

• ���� decision support for maintenance 

• ���� decision support for pole replacement program 

Outcome:

• ���� Cost take out

• ���� Risk decrease

• ���� SAIDI/CAIDI improvement

• ���� Customer satisfaction gain

Insight Foundation for Energy (IFE)

Business cases easy to build

Quick Return on Investment

Insight Foundation for Energy (IFE)
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Your IBM Contact
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Mobile +33 6 84 62 42 81
Email bauchot@fr.ibm.com

IBM Meridia
21 Avenue simone Veil
06200 Nice
France
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